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Let < # be a sequential term ordering of the set T of  all monomials in the variables x~ . . . . .  x,,. 
The author studies the family A of  all ideals in K[x I . . . . .  x,], that have the reduced Gr6bner 
basis with respect o <~ with the same associated monomial ideal. It is shown that all such 
ideals have the same dimension and they are parametrized by an affine scheme V,~ over K. 
Furthermore if < ,  is a degree preserving term ordering on 7', then all such ideals have the 
same Hilbert function. The author also shows that VA is connected and the set of all prime 
ideals in A and the set of all smooth ideals in A are in one to one correspondence with open 
subsets of VA. Finally it is shown that if J, J'eA, then Top(J) and Top(J ' )  can have different 
associated monomial ideals. Since it is possible to find the Top of  the monomial ideal 
associated with aT, then it is possible to decide if this ideal is the same as the monomial ideal 
associated to Top(J). 
Let K be a field of char 0 and let R=K[x~ . . . .  ,x,,]. Let T= 
{xT~... xf,,,: (a~ . . . . .  a,,) eN"} and let <~ be a term ordering on T i.e. a semigroup total 
ordering on Twith 1 <~ m for all meT.  Let K* = K - {0} and let log: T~N"  be defined 
by log(x~" . . . .  , x~{") --- (al . . . . .  a,,). 
I f feR  - {0} then it can be written in an unique way as 
f=  ~ time, c isK*,  misT,  m I >r >~'"  >r 
i = l , . . . , s  
Denote T( f )  = m~, l~(f) = el, M( f )  = e,ml. 
DEFINITION. Let <~ be a term ordering on T. Let f,  geR with f=~'a.  .... cjm~ and 
g = ~__a= ~ ...... c~rn~, f i s  called reduced with respect o g iff mtr  mm] for all i and m e T. A 
finite subset {f~ . . . . .  f,} of R is called autoreduced iff each f~ is reduced with respect o 
fj for a l l j  r i. 
DEFINITION. Let <~ be a term ordering on T and letf ,  geR as above. I f f i s  reduced 
with respect o g, then we say that freduces to fmodu lo  g. If f is not reduced in a finite 
number of steps it is possible to find h sR  reduced with respect o g and we will say that 
f reduces to h modulo g. 
REMARK 1. Given <~ and f, heR as above h is obtained in the following way. Suppose 
that there are m~j,. . . ,m~h such that mg=njm~ for all j= l  . . . . .  h, nj~T. Let 
fl =f- -~i=l. . . . .h Cu(C'll)n/g 9 I f f l  is reduced with respect o g, then h =f l .  I f f l  is not 
reduced, then we can find f2 = (fl)~. If f2 is reduced with respect o g then h =f2. If  f2 is 
not reduced we can find (f2)1 =f3. Let fr = (f~-~)~, reN.  By Dickson Lemma, after a 
finite number of  steps we can find f~ reduced with respect o g and then h =f, .  
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DEFINITION. Let <~ be a term ordering on T and let f,f~ . . . . .  t ieR .  We say that f 
reduces to h modulo f~, . . .  ,f, if h is obtained by f reducing with respect to each 
f/, i = 1 . . . .  ,r. 
Let I be an idea/ in R. M( I )  = (M( f ) : fe I )  is called the monomial ideal associated 
with I with respect o <~. 
DEFINITION. Let <,  be a term ordering on T. Let Ibe  an ideal in R and le t f~, . . .  , f i e I  
such that {fl . . . . .  fi} is autoreduced and M(f.) = T( f )  for all i=  1 . . . . .  r. {fl . . . . .  f i} 
is called a reduced Gr6bner basis of I with respect to <~ iff any of the following 
conditions is verified: 
(i) M( I )  = (M( fO  . . . . .  M(f~)) 
(ii) f~ I  i f f f  reduces to zero modulo f l  . . . . .  ft. 
DEFINITION. Let f, geR. S( f ,g )  = ( le ( f ) - l (M/T ( f ) ) f  - ( l~(g)) - l (M/T(g))g  where 
M = l .  c , ,m.  ( r ( f ) ,  T(g)). 
LEMMA 1. Let <~ be a term ordering on T. Let I be an ideal in R and let f~ . . . .  , f~e l  sueh 
that M(f~) = T(f.)  for  all i = 1 . . . . . .  r. {f~ . . . . .  fr} is a reduced Grdbner basis o f  I with 
respect to <~ iff {fl . . . . .  f i}  is autoreduced and S( f . , f j )  reduces to zero modulo f~ . . . .  ,f# 
Jbr all i, j = 1 . . . . .  r. 
PROOF. It follows by the algorithm of Buchberger in order to construct a Gr6bner basis 
when a finite set of generators of I is given. 
LEMMA 2. Let <~ be a term ordering on T and let f l ,  . . . ,Jr e I sueh that {fl . . . . .  f i} is 
autoreduced and M(f~) = T(f~) for all i = 1 . . . . .  r. {2/'1 . . . . .  Jr} is a reduced Gr6bner basis 
o f  I with respect to <,, tf G.C.D, (T ( f ) ,  T(~)) = 1 for  all i , j  = 1 , . . . ,  r, i # j .  
PROOF. If G.C.D. (T(f~), T ( f j ) )= 1 for some i,j, i ~ j ,  then it is well known that 
S(f . , f j )  = (T ( f j ) f  -- T(f.)f j) reduces to zero modulo fl . . . . .  ft. Now proof follows by 
Lemma 1. 
DEFINITION. Let <~ be a term ordering on T. <~ is called sequential iff for each m~T 
there are only finitely many monomials n E T such that n <,  m. <= is called degree 
compatible if m <~ n whenever degree of m is less than degree of n. 
REMARK 2. The lexicographic order and the reverse lexicographic order on T are not 
sequential. 
LEMMA 3. Let <~ be a term ordering on T. I f  <~ is degree compatible then it is sequential. 
PROOF. The number of  monomials in T of degree either less than or equal to a given s 
i sequa l t~ "n  
REMARK 3. There are sequential term orderings on T that are distinct from the degree 
compatible term ordering as it is shown in (Robbiano, 1985). As example fixed a set of  
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weights w = (q~ . . . . .  q,) of  the variables such that q >>. I V i --- 1 . . . . .  n, q i zN ,  we can 
define degree of  m = x~ . . . . .  x,~, ~ T as deg(m) = ~i  = ~ ...... a,q~. Each degree preserving 
term ordering <,  on T is sequential. 
DEFINITION. Let m~T 
l a (m)= #{n~T:n  <~m}.  
l , ( f )  = l , (T ( f ) ) .  I f  f#0  
h( f )  = s = card(Supp( f ) ) .  
and let <~ be a sequential term ordering on T. 
Obviously l~(1)= 0 and we define lo (0 )=-  1. I f f~R,  then 
and f=~f f i l  ...... cimi, c~sK* ,m 1 >, ,m 2 >, , . . .  >,~rn,, then 
Obviously h( f )  <~ l , , ( f )  + 1. 
DEFINITION. Let <,  be a sequential term ordering on T. Let {m~ . . . . .  m~} be an 
autoreduced subset of  T. Let nml ....... ,a(ml) = # {n a T: n <,  m~ and n = mm 1 for some 
m ~ T and j = 1 . . . . .  r}. Let p~(mj) = l~(mi) - n,, 1 .......... (mi)" 
Let {ml . . . . .  m,} be an autoreduced subset of  T. Let f~ . . . . .  f ,~R such that 
T( f i )=M( f i )=mi  for all i=1  . . . . .  r. I f  { fb . , . , f r}  is autoreduced, then 
h(f i )  <~ p,,(m~) + I for all i = 1 . . . . .  r. Let p = p,,,....,~,,, = ~= ~ ...... pa(m~). 
Let A =A, , ,  .......... ={ideal  J in R: J=( f l  . . . . .  fr) with M( f )  = T( f .) = m,  for all 
i = 1 . . . . .  r and {f~ . . . . .  f,.} reduced Gr6bner basis of J with respect to <,} .  
REMARK 4. If  J is an ideal in R, then J has an unique reduced Gr6bner  basis with respect 
to a fixed term ordering <~ on T (Buchberger, 1976). 
LEMMA 4. Let  <~ be a sequential  term ordering on T and let m~ . . . . .  m~eT such that 
{ml . . . . .  mr} is autoreduced. Let p = ~= l ...... p~(mi). There is a one to one correspondence 
between the ideals in A and the points o f  an affine scheme V = V,~,....,,~,~ in A~. 
PROOF. Let J~A.  By definition there exist f~ . . . . .  fr such that J=  ( f l  . . . . .  Jr) and 
M(f,.) = T(f,.) = mi V i = 1 . . . . .  r. So f~ = m~ + ~__a'* l,...,p~,(mi) ctjnj, cqsK  and n~ ~ mm~ for 
all meT and i = 1 . . . . .  r. Let ~0: A ~X{ be the map defined by 
~o(J) = (c~ . . . . .  ci,po(m ~) . . . . .  crl . . . . .  c~po(,,,)), q~ is well defined, because J has an unique 
reduced Gr6bner  basis with respect to <~. S( f . , f j )  reduces to a polynomial  h;j = 
~h ffi t,...,v(~a) bhnt~ for all i, j = I, . . .  , r, where nh ~ T and b h is a polynomial function of  the 
c/fs for all h, i , j  because T ( f~)=M( f . )  for all i---1 . . . . .  r. Since {fl . . . .  ,fr} is a 
Gr6bner  basis of or, by Lemma 1 hu=0 V i, j= I  . . . .  , r  and then bh=0 
V h = 1 . . . . .  v ( i , j )  and for each i , j  = 1 . . . .  , r. In other words cp(J) is a point of the affine 
scheme V in A~ defined by the ideal I (V)  = (bh: h = 1 , . . . ,  v(i, j), i , j  = 1, . . . ,  r). The 
map ~0 is injective by its own definition, q~ is also onto V because each point o f  V 
determines by Lemma 1 the reduced Gr6bner basis of  an ideal J eA  with respect to <, .  
COROLLARY 1. Let  <~ be a sequential term ordering on T and let ml,  . . . , mrET  such that 
{m6. . . ,mr}  is autoreduced. I f  G,C.D. (ml,  mj )= 1 for  all i , j=  1 . . . .  , r  then 
V,., .......... =Ark. 
PROOF. It follows by Lemma 4 and by Lemma 2. 
Let 
R'  = K[y~ . . . . .  Ylp,,c,,, ~), " " ,  Yrl . . . .  , YrP,,~",r)] 
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and let 
R" =/r[IYll . . . . .  Ylp.(m ,) . . . . .  Yrl . . . .  , Yr.pr XI . . . . .  Xn]. 
I (W)=( I (V) ,m~+ ~ y~, i= l  . . . .  , r )  
J ~ l , . , . ,pa{mi )  
is an ideal in R". 
PROPOSITION 1. Let S" = R ' / I (V )  and let S"= R"/ I (W) .  Then S" & a free S'-module. 
PROOF. Let ~: R '  -', S" be the canonical ring homomorph ism and let y* = ~(yg) for each 
i = 1 . . . . .  r and j = 1 . . . . .  p~(m~). S" ~- S'[xl . . . .  , x~]/(f~l . . . . .  f~)  where f~ =mi+ 
2 J= l....,p,(m,)y*nj. Let re': S'[x~ . . . . .  x,,] ~ S" be the canonical ring homomorph ism and 
let n 7 = n'(nj) for all monomials  nj~T. I f feS ' [x l  . . . . .  x,,], then f= M(f )  + IE ~.nj with 
~.eS'  and nj < ,  M(f ) ,  nf i  7". f reduces to a polynomial  h eS"  modulo  f~ , . . .  , f~  where 
h = M(h) + Ig Ijnj and M(h), nj ~ mmf for all m e T and all i -= 1 , . . . ,  r. In  other words 
f= g + h with ge( J~l  . . . . .  fir) and ~'( f )  = ~'(h). So S" as S ' -module  is generated by all 
monomia ls  n* such that n*r  for all met  and i=  1 . . . . .  r. In S" all such 
rnonomials are S'- independent. In fact if Z l jn*  =0 in S", l iES', then 
f=  ~, l jn~(J '~ . . . . .  J~,) c S'[Xl . . . . .  x,]. Since f is reduced with respect to ~ . . . . .  J~r, 
then f= 0 i.e. l~ = 0 in S' for all j , being {J'~ . . . . .  J~} the reduced GrSbner  basis in 
S'[Xl . . . . .  x,] for the ideal (J'~ . . . . .  Jr*) by Zacharias (1978). 
COROLLARY 2. Let <~ be a sequential term ordering on T. The family of  afJine schemes 
{V(J): J~A,,~ .......... ) is flat on the affine scheme V,,,.....,,,.~ in APk. 
PROOF. It  follows by Proposit ion 1 and by definition of fiat morphism between affine 
schemes (Hartshorne,  1977, p. 254). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let {fl . . . .  ,fr} be the reduced GrSbner basis of  an ideal I ~ R with 
respect to some term ordering <~ on T. Let m~ = M( f )  for all i = 1 . . . . .  r and let 
h = sup{k: mteK[xjk + l . . . . .  xj,] and mi6K[xjk + 2 . . . . .  xj,,] for all i= l  . . . . .  r}. Let  
S = k[xjl . . . . .  xjh] and let S '  = R/J .  Then S' is a free S-module. 
PROOF. It is known that S" ~- S[xjh + 1 . . . . .  xj,,]l(f~ . . . . . .  fr). Let n: R ~ S '  be the canon- 
ical ring homomorph ism and let n* =rffx)  for all neT.  I f f~R,  then f reduces to a 
polynomial  h modulo  f t  . . . . .  fr where h = Z cjnj, c j~K and nj ~ mini for all i , j  and all 
m~T.  Furthermore  f=f"  + h, where f 'E ( f  l . . . . .  f~). So re(f)  = ~(h) = E cjn 7. Since 
heS[Xjh+l . . . . .  xi,,], then h = Zpf l j  where p ies  and nj is a monomia l  in xjh+l . . . . .  xj, 
So 7z(h)=Z~(pj )n~* and S '  as S-module is generated by all monomia ls  nj* in 
g(xjh+ l) . . . . .  rc(xj,,) such that nj ~ mini for all i = 1 . . . . .  r and all monomia ls  m in 
xjt, + 1 . . . .  , xj,,. I f  ~z(h) = 0, then h e ( f l ,  9 9 9 ,f~). So cj = 0 for a l l j  by definition of  GrSbner 
basis (Zacharias,  1978), i.e. h = 0 in R = S[xjh+l . . . . .  xs.,]. We have pj = 0 for al l j .  
COROLLARY 3. Let I be an ideal in R and let {ft . . . . .  Jr} be the reduced Gr6bner basis of  
I with respect to some term ordering <~ on T. Let m t = M( f )  for all i = 1 . . . . .  r and let 
h = sup{k: mieK[xjk+2 . . . . .  xj,] and mi~IQx jk , . . . ,  xjn ] for all i = 1 . . . . .  r}. The affine 
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scheme V(I) is f iat on the affine scheme in A'~ defined by the equations 
xjh+~ . . . . .  xj,, =0 .  
PROOF. It follows by Proposit ion 2 and by definition of flat morphism between affine 
schemes (Hartshorne, 1977, p. 254). 
EXAMPLE. Let I = (x~x~ -- x3) ~ K[xt, x2, x3]. I f  we take the reverse lexicographic order 
and assume x~>x2>x3 then M(XlX2- -x3)  = --X 3 and V(I) is fiat over the line 
x~ =x~=0.  I f  we take the lexicographic order and assume x~ >x~>x 3 then 
M(x~x~-  x3) = x~x~ and V(I) is flat over the plane x3 = 0. 
DEFINITION. Let I be an ideal in R. dim~(I) = sup{r: I nK[X i l  . . . . .  Xir ] = (0)}. 
DEFINITION. Let {m~ . . . . .  m~} be an autoreduced subset of T. E=~ ...... =E= 
{log(m/): i = 1 . . . .  , r}eN" .  
In Carr~ Ferro (1987) there are given the definition of dimension of  the set E and 
properties of E related to its dimension. 
LEMMA 5. Let I be an ideal in R and let {f~ . . . . .  s  be the reduced Gr6bner basis o f  I with 
respect to some term ordering <~ on T. Let m~ =M( f . )  for  all i=  1 . . . . .  r. Let 
d = dim(E,,~ ........ ). Then d = dimx I = dim~ M(I).  
PROOF. By (Carr~i Ferro, 1987, Theorem 3.1, p. 2629) d = sup{h: H(/,,_h) c~E,,t ...... ,, = 0 
for some / , , _h={ih+l , . . . , i , ,}  with l<~ih+l<' ' '< i , ,< .n} ,  where H( I , _h )= 
{(al . . . . .  a,) ~N": a,)- = 0 Vj  = h + 1 . . . . .  n}. Let d'  = dimk M(I) .  By definition 
M( I )~K[xa , . . . , x ia . ]  =(0) ,  so d'<~d. On the other hand miCK[x a . . . . .  xia] for all 
i= l , . . . , r  and then d=d' .  Furthermore I nK[x  a . . . . .  x ja ]=(0  ). In fact if 
fe InK[xa , . . . , x ia ]  then M(f )  =nM(f,.) for some nsT  and i=  1 . . . .  ,r ,  
i.e. m; = M(.f~)eK[x,1 . . . . .  x~e]. So dim~(M(/)) ~ dimK(I). Let R'  = K[xo , . . . ,  x,,] and let 
T' be the set of  all monomials  in R'. It is possible to define a degree compatible term 
ordering <,  on T'  in the following way: XoaOXlal... xT," <,  Xbo  . . .  x~" iff either Z a t < 2; b~ 
or Ear X bi and x~' x,~,, <~x~ .. o, Let hi . . . .  = . . .  .x , , .  (Jfl, ,hfr ) in R' ,  where 
i~ = Xo a~ 9  9  x,,/Xo) for all i. Let {gl . . . . .  g,} be the reduced Gr6bner  basis of 
hi with respect o <3 in R'. By M611er (1984) {ag~, . . . ,  "g,} is a GrSbner basis o f  I with 
respect to <~, where agt =&(1,  xl . . . .  ,x,O for all i. Since {fl . . . .  ,f i} is the reduced 
Gr6bner  basis of  I with respect to <,  we can suppose that ~g~ =f~ for all i = 1 . . . . .  r, 
Since hi is a homogeneous ideal in R', then d' = dimx M(~I) = dimx.(hI). I f  0 # 0" for all 
j = 1 . . . . .  d' and 0 r hj for all j = 1 . . . . .  d' whenever M(hI)  c~ K[xll . . . . .  x,-a,] = (0) and 
hInK[xm . . . .  , xha.] = (0) then dimK(M(I)) = d imxI  = d'. I f  0 = zy for somej  = 1 . . . .  , d' 
and 0=hi  for some j=  1 . . . . .  d' whenever M(hI) c~K[xa . . . . .  Xe~-]--(0) and 
hInK[xhl  . . . . .  xhe,]=(0),  then d imx(M( I ) )=d im~I )=d ' - l .  I f  0Ct ]  for all 
j = 1 . . . . .  d' and 0 = hj for some j = 1 . . . . .  d' whenever M(hI)  c~K[xa . . . . .  xta,] --- (0) 
and hIc~K[xhl . . . . .  Xha,]=(0), then d imx(M( I ) )=d ' ,  while d imxI=d ' - - l .  We 
have a contradiction, because dimx(M(I))~< dimKI. I f  0 =/ j  for some j = 1 . . . . .  d' 
and OChj  for all j= l  . . . . .  d', whenever1...M(aI)c~K[x a . . . .  ,x , - , r ]=(0)  and 
hl  c3 K[Xhl . . . . .  Xhd. ] = (0). Then hl c~K[xhl . . . .  , Xh/, Xt,j+ 1, ' 9 9 , Xha,, XO] VS (.~0) for all 
j = 1 , . . . ,  d'. So Ic~K[xht . . . . .  xha,] = (0), while Ic~K[xm, . . . , x j , j  . . . .  , xha,, 1] 4 = (0) 
and we have a contradiction. 
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COROLLARY 4. Let <~ be a degree preserving term ordering on T and let ml, . . .  , m~T 
such that {m~ . . . .  , mr} is autoreduced. I f  JeAmt....,m .... then the Hilbert function of Y is 
equal to the Hilbert function of  (m~ . . . . .  m,). 
PROOF. It  follows by definition of A m b...,m~,cr and by Lemma 4. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let <~ be a sequential term ordering on T and let B= 
B,,,~,...,m~.,~ = {JsA, ,~ ......... : J is prime}. There is a one to one correspondence between the 
elements o f  B and the points of  an open subset of  V,, l ...... ~,~. 
PROOF. Let J sA ,~ .......... . J = (f~ . . . . .  f~), where {f, . . . .  f,} is the reduced Gr6bner basis 
with respect to < ~ and f = m~ + ~j  = ~.....p~(m,~ cong, i = 1 . . . . .  r. By using the Ritt 
algorithm (Ritt, 1950, p. 95) we can find polynomials g~ . . . . .  g~eR such that gj = X lh~nh 
where n~, ~ T and @ are polynomial functions of the cu's and 
(g~ . . . .  , g~) ___ J __ (g~ . . . . .  g~): g~. It is known (Ritt, 1950, p. 97) that J is prime iff each 
gt is irreducible. Furthermore it is known by (Perron, 1951, Theor. 140, p. 282) that 
each gj is reducible iff the l~,j s are solutions of a finite number of homogeneous 
polynomial equations with coefficients in K. So J is not prime iff the c0.'s satisfy 
some homogeneous polynomial equations d,(cu: i = I . . . . .  r , j  -- 1 . . . . .  p~(mi) ) = O, s ~ S 
where S is a finite set. So the set of all JsA,,~,....m,~ that are not prime is in one to 
one correspondence with the closed subset Z c~V,,~ ......... of Vm~,...,m .... being 
I(Z) = (d~(y,./): seS) _ K[y~/: i = I . . . . .  r , j  = 1, . . .  ,p~(m)]. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let < ~ be a sequential term ordering on T and let 
C,,j....,m~.,, = {JsA, ,~ ...... 2.~: the affine scheme V(J)  is smooth}. There is a one to one 
correspondence between the elements of  Cm t....,r~,~ and the points o f  an open subset o f  
Vll$1~.., mr~r o 
PROOF. Let  leA, , , . . . . ,  ..... I=  ( f~ , . . ,  ,Jr) where {f~ . . . . .  f~} i.e. the reduced Gr6bner 
basis with respect to <~ and f~ =mr +~,,j=l ..... p,(m~)coni for all i=  1 . . . .  , r. Let 
J(i) = II f,/a  ll be the jacobian matrix of I. The singular locus of V(I) is the intersection 
of V(I) with the affine scheme W defined by the minors of maximal rank in J(1). Each 
polynomial 8fJOxj is equal to 2 ahn~, where n h ~ T and ah'S are polynomial functions of  
the cu's for all h. So each minor of maximal rank in J(1) is defined by a polynomial 
Zb~rk where rkeT  and bk's are polynomial functions of the c;i's for all k. Let 
I (W)  =(ab: bEB, B finite set) mR be the defining ideal of IV, Let I '=  
I (V( I )  n W)  = (f~ . . . . .  fr, ab: beB)and let {g l , . . . ,  g~} be the reduced Gr6bner basis of 
I' with respect o <~. gj = ~, Ih~n hwhere nh sT  and the lhj are again polynomial functions 
of the cv's for all j. V(1) is smooth iff Wn V(I) = O, i.e. iff 1~1". Now le l '  only when 
some of the gj's as polynomial in K[xi . . . . .  x,,, YO': i --= 1 . . . . .  r j  = 1 , . . . ,  p~(m~)] is a non 
zero polynomial in the y0's. Let g~ . . . . .  gk be such polynomials in the yu's and let Z be 
the affine scheme in Ag such that I(Z) -~ (g~ . . . . .  gk). So there is a one to one correspon- 
dence between the points of Cm~,....,~,.~ and the points of Vmi,,,,d9 .... t~(.t4~ --Z),  
Let J be an ideal in R and let < ,  be a term ordering on T. By Bayer (1980---Theorem 
2.12) there exists an ideal J(t) in k[Xl . . . . .  x,,, t] such that J (0 )=M( J )  and J ( ! )= J .  
Furthermore RIM( J )  is a special fibre of a fiat family parametrized by Kit] and all fibres 
over closed points except J(0) are isomorphic to J. The ideal J(t) is given in the following 
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way. Choose a set of  weights w =(d, . . . . .  d~)eZ~+ for the variables x~, . . . .  x,, and 
weight do = 1 for t. Let {fl . . . . .  f ,} be the reduced Grrbner basis of Jwi th respect to <~ 
and le t f  = M(f3 + Z c~no where co.eK* and n,~ <,  M( f3  for allj. Let w(n) be the weight 
of n with respect to the set w for all n~T. We must choose w in such way as 
w(M( f3)  > w(n v) for all i and j. Let %- = w(M( f3)  - w(no.) and let 
f~(t) = M( f3  + Z ci/=~ni~ for all i = 1 . . . . .  r. J(t) = (f~(t) . . . . .  f~(t)) and {fl(t) . . . . .  f~(t)} 
is the reduced Gr6bner basis of J(t) by Bayer (1980---Theorem 2.6). 
Now let <~ be a sequential term ordering on T and let J6,4m~ ........ a for some 
autoreduced subset {rn~ . . . . .  mr} of T. All points t%c~/ i = 1 . . . .  , r j  = 1 . . . . .  p , (m3 are 
in Vml.....m,., and they are all the points of the affine one-dimensional subscheme of 
V,,I .......... defined by the equations %7 = t~'~ce , i = 1 . . . . .  r j  = 1 . . . . .  p~(m3. Let L~v.~ be 
such subscheme. By Bayer (1980---Theorem 2.12) all J~Amt  ...... ~., that correspond to the 
points of the open subset L,~.w- {(0 . . . . .  0)} of Vm~ .......... are isomorphic. 
Let Wh = (d~ h, . . . .  d~,,) be a set of weights for the variables x~, . . . ,  x,, that satisfies 
conditions wh(M( f3)> wh(nv) for all i and j and some h~N.  
COROLLARY 5. Let <~ be a sequential term ordering on T and let J, J'~A,,~,....,,,.~ such 
that J, J '#  M( J ) .  J and J" are isomorphic i f  there exists Lcm,...,u,~  ,L~?'~," such that 
L,.!!) ~Lc ,+.  # {(0 . . . .  0)} for  all i = l . . . .  , s - 1, (c~)~Lc. ,  , ana (c,.~) ~r . 
i j ,  w i t l .w I + I i j ,  w I iJ, ws  
PROOF. It follows by definition of isomorphism and by the properties of the product of 
morphisms. 
COROLLARY 6. Let  <,~ be a sequential term ordering on T and let {m~ . . . . .  mr} be an 
autoreduced subset o f  T. Then V = Vm ~.....m,,~ is connected. 
PROOF. Let w = (dl . . . . .  d,,) be a set of weights for which w(m~) > w(n o) for all i and j 
such that n~j < ~ m,.. First of all we shall prove that L~u.,,. is connected for each (cg) s V. In 
fact K[yo.: i = 1 , . . . ,  r, j = 1 . . . . .  P~(mo)]/(Yij - t~ucij: i = 1 . . . .  , r, j = 1 . . . . .  P,,(mi)) "-" 
K[t~ucu: i = 1 . . . . .  r , j  = 1 . . . .  ,p~(m,)] = B, which is a subring of Kit]. If feB ,  then 
f = ~'.i= 1.....t b,Mt, b~EK and Mt monomial in the t~oco.'s. So f = ~ j= O.....d flflJ, where the 
fl/s are polynomial functions of the co.'s and fld ~0.  I f f  2 =f ,  then fl~ =0,  i.e. flu = 0 
because fld ~ K. So Spec(B) is connected. Since L,~.w can be identified with max(B), suppose 
that max(B)=(C~nmax(B) )u (C2nmax(B) ) ,  with ClnC2c~max(B)=9 being Ca, Cz 
nonempty closed subsets of Spec(B). So either C1 u C2 -~ Spec(B) or Ct w Cz = Spec(B) and 
C~c~C2 v~O. In the first case CIuC2 = V(max(B))=Spec(B), because the radical of 
Jacobson of B is zero. In the second case there exists m s max(B) in C~ c~ C2. Now suppose 
that V = C~ u C2, where Ca and C2 are nonempty closed subsets of V with C~ c~ C2 = ~. 
Since (0 . . . . .  0)~ V then we can suppose that (0 . . . .  ,0)~C1. Let (cl j)eC2. L~v,~(O . . . .  ,0),  
(cu) so L~,j.,~ = (L~v.w c~ C1) u (L~u.w c~ C2) would be disconnected. 
REMARK 5. Fixed a set of weights w = (dl . . . . .  d,) such that w(m3 > w(no.) for all i and 
j, then Lc,j.,, can be reducible. Let Lcu,,~ be defined by the equations Yu = t~ucg , We can give 
a new order to the variables Yo" in such way as all = min(a0.:j = 1 . . . . .  P~(mi)). So by 
eliminating the parameter t we have the equations Yo "c11=y1~co,  where 
doal~ = boas/= l.c.m.(a1~, a 7 ). If the polynomial yb.jJc~ - Cb.,fyd~ is reducible, then it factor- 
izes in polynomials hj such that the system hj = O, je J  has only (0 , . . . ,  0) as solution. So 
if L~/.,. is reducible, then it is union of irreducible one dimensional affine schemes, that 
meet only at the point (0 . . . . .  0). 
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COROLLARY 7. Let <~ be a sequential term ordering on T. Let {m~ . . . . .  m~) be an 
autoreduced subset of T. I f  V = I" m ,....m: is reducible, then (0 , . . . ,  O) is in the intersection 
of all irreducible components. 
PROOF. Let  V = V~ u '  9 9 u V~, where Vj. is an irreducible component  for all j = 1 . . . . .  t. 
Suppose that  (0 . . . . .  0)s('~.=~,...: Vj. when s < t. Let (cu)eV,+ i. There exists an irre- 
ducible component  L of L,.u.,, ' containing (0 . . . . .  0) and (co) for each set of  weights 
w=(da  . . . .  ,d,,) as above. Since LcV ,  then LcV j .  for some j. LcV , -  for all 
i = 1 . . . . .  s + 1 by hypothesis. I f  t =s  + 1 we have a contradiction. I f  t >s  + 1, then 
L = V~, s + 2 ~< i ~< t. So (0 . . . . .  0) e V~ n"  ' 9 c~ V~ n V,. and we have again a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 8. Let <~ be a sequential term ordering on T. Let {m~ . . . . .  m~} be an 
autoreduced subset of T. Then the point (0 . . . . .  O) ~ V,,~ ...... : = V is in the closure of the 
nonempty open subsets A of  V, that corresponds respectively to the irreducible affine 
schemes V(J) and to the smooth affine schemes V(J), when J~A,~, ......... . 
PROOF, It follows by Bayer (1980). In fact if (cu)~A then each point o f  
L~:w - {(0 . . . .  ,0)} = A and (0 . . . . .  0) is in the closure of  each such L,u.,,. - { (0 , . . . ,  0)}. 
I f  ~ = r there is nothing to prove. 
Now let < ,  be a term ordering on T and let {ml . . . . .  m~} be an autoreduced subset 
of  T. For  each i let n,~ ~ T such that n o < ~ mr and n;j v~ mm~ for all m ~ T and i = 1 . . . .  , r. 
Let f~ = m~ + ~/= t,....w) C~o, cu~K and n,j as above with nil >or n,2 >~ 9 9 > ,  n;2~0 for 
alI i. Let A '= Am, ....... ~.~,: = {J ideal in R: {f~ . . . .  ,f~} is the reduced Gr6bner  basis 
of  J with respect to <~ for some (cu: i=  1 , . . . ,  r j  = 1 . . . . .  2(0)}. A '#O because 
J - - (ml  . . . .  ,m~)~A' .  Let p '=~t=l  ...... 2(0. Lemma 4, Proposit ions 1, 3 and 4, 
Corol lar ies 1, 2, 5, 6, 7 and 8 are still true when we change the family A with A '  and p 
with p ' .  
Let <~ be a term ordering on T, let {ml . . . .  , m~} be an autoreduced subset o f  Tand  
let E = {log(m;): i = 1 . . . . .  r}. Let V(E) = ((at . . . . .  a~)~N": (a~ . . . . .  a,,) >t log(m3 for all 
i with respect to the product order}. It is known (Kolchin, 1973, Lemma 16, p. 51) that 
the number  of (vi . . . .  , v,,)eV(E) such that ~,-=~ ....... v; ~<s is equal to a numerical 
po lynomial  me(s ) when s ~> 0. Let 
O) tr = 2 a j  . . 
j=  O,...,h 
Let iV, = (1 . . . . .  n). Given a subset K cN~ and a =(a~, . . . ,  a,)~N" we define 
aK = ( (h i , . . . ,  b,,)~N": bk = ak V k6K}.  A subset W ~ N" is said to be r-dimensional i f  
W = ag for some a ~N" and K ~ N,, with IKi = r. A subset W of N ~ is properly 
r -d imensional  in V(E) if W is an r-dimensional subset of  V(E) and it is not contained in 
any (r + 1)-dimensional subset of V(E). Let d~(V(E)) be the number  of subsets of N ~ 
proper ly  r -dimensional  in V(E). Note that d,,(V(E)) ~< 1 and equality holds iff V(E) = N", 
in which case d~(V(E))=0 for all r ~n .  It is known (Sit, 1975, Prop. 1, p. 38) that 
d,(V(E)) is finite for all r. Let ~(E)= (do(V(E)) . . . . .  d,~(V(E))), which is called the 
dimension sequence of V(E). It is known (Sit, 1975, Coroll. 3, p. 40) that d~(V(E)) = 0 
when r > h and dl,(V(E)) = ah. 
PROPOSITION 5. Given E and V(E) with dimension sequence ct(E) = 
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(do(V(E)) . . . . .  dh(V(E)),  0 , . . . ,  0), there exist subsets Vh = V(E)  ~_ V h_ 1 ~- " " ' ~- Vo such 
that dk( Vh _ r) = dk( V( E )  ) fo r  all r <<. k <~ h, while dk( Vh - r) = O when O <~ k < r - -1 .  Fur-  
thermore Jbr all r = 0 . . . . .  h we have: 
(a) I/i,_ r = {(vl . . . . .  v,,)e V(E): (v l , . .  . ,  v,) is in some r-dimensional subset o f  V(E)} 
(b) there exists a numerical  polynomial  Br(s) o f  degree less than r such that when s >> 0 
the number o f  (v 1 . . . . .  v,,) e Vh_~ - Vh . . . .  j with ~_~.= l ...... , vj <~ s is equal to 
dr (V(E) ) ( s  +r )  
r - -  Ms) .  
PROOF. It follows by (Sit, 1975, Prop. 3, p. 34) and by (Sit, 1975, Coroll. 2, p. 40). 
Given V(E), let Eh_ r be the set of  minimal points in N" -  Vh_ r with respect to the 
product order. So Vh_r = V(EI,_ r) for all r=  0 . . . . .  h. 
REMARK 6. When <~ is a degree compatible term ordering on T and J eAm~ ...... ,,,, then 
~oE = H(J ,  s) for all sen  and all JeA, , , l  ......... 
DEFINITION. Let J be an ideal in R and let h = dimr J. Then Jr is the greatest ideal in 
R containing J such that H(Jr / J ,  s) has degree either less than or equal to r -  1. 
Obviously r = 0 . . . . .  h = dimK J. I f  h = r, then Jh is denoted also by Top(J) .  
LEMMA 6. Let  J be an ideal in R. Then Jh ~-- Jh -  t ~ " ' ' ~ J l  ~ Jo = J. Furthermore 
(Jr)r. = Jr" for  all r <~ r" <<, h and ( J r ) /=  Jr fo r  all 0 <~ r' <~ r - 1. 
PROOF. Suppose that Jr ~ Jr' for some r < r '  ~< h. Let Hr. = (Jr)/. It~ ~ Jr ~-- J. We 
have H(Hr., s) = H(Jr, s) - H(H/ / J r ,  s) = H(J ,  s) - H( J J J ,  s) -- H(H~./J~.,) = n( J ,  s) --  
H(H/ / J ,  s). So deg H(H/ / J ,  s) is either less than or equal to r ' -1  and then Hr. c Jr', 
i.e. Jr ~- (J~)r' ~ @. On the other hand H(J~./Jr, s) = H( J / / J ,  s) - H( J r / J ,  s) i.e. 
deg H(J / / J r ,  s) ~< r '  - 1, so Jr" --- (Jr)r'. NOW let 0 ~< r '  < r. (J~)r' ~ Jr by its own definition 
and J r -  (J~)e, because H((J~)// J ,  s )= H((J,.)~./Jr, s ) + H( Jd J ,  s) has degree either less 
than or equal to r - 1. 
Fixed a degree preserving term ordering <~ on T, let {fa . . . . .  f,} be the reduced 
Gr6bner basis of  the ideal J with respect to <~ and let m t = M(f )= T( f )  for all 
i = 1 . . . . .  r. Let E =Em ~ .......... and let Eh_ r be the subsets of N" defined as before when 
r = 0 . . . . .  h, being h = dim K J. Each Et, - r  defines the autoreduced set of monomials in 
T {nj.: log(n/)eEh_ r,J = 1 . . . . .  ~(r)}. Let {h l . . . .  , h~(r)} be the reduced Gr6bner basis o f  
Jr with respect to a and let sj---M(hl) = T(h~) for all i = 1 . . . . .  e(r), r = 0 , . . . ,  h. Let 
E; = {log(s,.): i ---- 1 . . . .  , z(r) }. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let  J be an ideal in R and let <~ be a degree compatible term ordering 
on T. V(E'r) ~ Vh_r for all r = 0 . . . . .  , h, being h = dim K J. 
PROOF. When r = 0, then Vh = V(E) and V(E'o) = V(E), being J0 = J. Now let r = h. 
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Since V(E'h) ~ V(E), then dh(V(E'h)) <~ dh(V(E)). 
j=  0,...,h J _ 0,...,h 
with deg fit <~J - 1 by Proposition 5. I f  dh(V(E~,)) < dh(V(E)), then H(J, s) ~ H( J  h, s) 
would have degree h and we have a contradiction. Suppose that H( J , s ) -  
H(Jh, s) > ~__d.=o.....h_~ dj(V(E)) --~_a. o.....~_~ flj(s ). Then there exist subsets K'  = K 
with O<~[K'l<~h-l,[Kl=h such that for some aeN" ,ax=V(E)  and b~ax 
with aK - bK. c V(E~,). I f  aK = {(et . . . . .  c.) ~N": ck = ak V k 6K}, then bx. = 
{(el . . . . .  e.) ~N": ck = ak V k 6 K and e~ = b~ V k ~ K -- K'}. So there exists 
(e] . . . . .  c',,)~a K - b K, with c~ = a~ when k CK and c~ = bk + 1 when k eK  - K ' .  Further-  
more each element of  b~ is less than some of these (el . . . . .  c;,) with respect to the 
product order and then it belongs to V(E'~) by its own definition. I f  we take K" ~ K with 
]K"] ~< h - 1 and suppose that ax - (bx. w b'~,) ~ V(E~), we can repeat the proo f  as  before 
by taking e~, --- max(b~, b~,) + 1 when k~K - (K' wK") .  So Vo ~- V(E~), Now suppose  that 
r = h - 1. Since (Jh- ,)h = Jh, then dh(V(E'~ _ O) = dh(V(E)) = d~(V~) = dh(Vo) -~ 
So 
2 
j = 0, . . . ,h~ 1 ~ J / j=v , , . , ,n - - ,  j~O, . . . ,h - - I  
+ E 
j=O,...,h- I 
by Proposition 5. It follows that dh_ ~(V(E'h_ ~)) = dh_ I (V (E ) )  = dh(Vl). I f  
H( J , s ) -H( Jh_ , , s )  > ~, dj(V(E))(s +J). - 
j ~ O,...,h -- 2 \ J / j f O,...,h -- 2 
we have a contradiction by repeating the proof  as above. So V~ ~ V(E~,_ ~). Now by 
induction on h - r we have V h _,  ~ V(E') for all r = 0 . . . .  , h. 
DEFINITION. Let {ml , . . . ,  mr} be an autoreduced subset of  T and let J0 = (ml . . . . .  m,) 
in R. Let Kr={K:KcN . and IKl=r} and let Mx=(xk- t :keK ,  KeK~) .  Let 
PIr (Jo, Mjr k r  when KeKr  and let Pr = c~ {PK: KeKr} .  
LEMMA 7. Let I = (mr . . . . .  mr) and J = (nt . . . .  , n.~) be ideals in R such that m~, nj  e T fo r  
all i = I . . . . .  r and j = 1 , . . . ,  s. Then l c~J = (v~j: v~ = 1.c.m.(m;, nj), i = 1 . . . . .  r and 
j= l  . . . . .  s). 
PROOF. Let t be an indeterminate. I c~ J = (tI, (t - 1)J)R[t] n R by Buehberger (1976).  So 
I c~J=(tmt  . . . . .  tm,, tn l -n j  . . . . .  tn , -ns)R[t  ] hR .  We can always suppose that  
{m, . . . ,m,}  and {n, . . . . .  n,} are autoreduced subsets of  T. So SP(ml ,  ml )= 
SP(n i, nj) = 0. Now SP(tm~, tnj - nj) = 1.c.m.(m,., nj)/nj = v~ for all i = 1 . . . . .  r arid 
j= l  . . . . .  s. So SP(tmr, Vo)=OVi ,  i '= l  . . . . .  r and j= l , . . . , s  while SP( tn j , - -  
nf, vo.) =l.c.m.(nj, ,%)/nf .ns=l.c.m.(nj,,vo. ) =arvo.,aj, eT.  So (tm I. . . .  , tm2, tn 1 -- 
n~ . . . . .  tno, vii) is a Gr6bner basis of  the ideal (tL (t - 1)J) and then the lernma is proved.  
PROPOSITION 7. Let {rot . . . . .  mr} be an autoreduced subset of  T and  let 
J0 = (rnl, 9 9 9 mr). Let h = d imxJ  0. Then Pr = (Jo)r for  all r = 0 . . . .  , h. 
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PROOF. Let KsK~. By definition PK = (s~tc . . . . .  s~K), where s~Km~ = m~. s~x , m~ e T and m'~ 
monomial in the only xk's, k~K, while s~x is a monomial in the only x, 's ,kr  Let 
Ex=Es,~ . . . . .  s~x and let V~= V(E~). Since Px~Jo,  then V~__V(E). Let 
(a;, . . . . .  a;,,) = Iog(slx) for all i = 1 , . . . ,  r. a,.~ = 0 when k eK  and (Vl . . . . .  v,,) ~ Vx if 
some v~ < a,.~ when kr  for all i = 1 . . . . .  r. By (a) of Proposition 5 VK ~ V~,_~. Let 
P~ = (d~ . . . . .  da~r)). By Lemma 7 dt ~ T for all l = 1 . . . . .  2(r). Let E~ = Ea,.....az(~. Since 
Jo ~-P~Px for all KeK,  then VK =- V(E'~) ~_ V(E). Furthermore ~ {Ix: 
K~K~} ~_ V(E:). I f  a ~ V(E") and a ~ Vx for all KeKr, then a i> log(s,.~) for all KeK~ and 
some i = 1 . . . . .  r, i.e. asN" -  V(E"), being PrcP  x. So V(E~) = t~ {V~: KsK,} ~_ Vh_~. 
Let Wx be the union of all r-dimensional spaces ax, that are contained in V~_~. 
V~c~_ Wx. Let Lx be the set of minimal points in N" -W~ and let Nx= 
{teT:log(t)~Lx}. We have Jo~_N~_Pn. On the other hand (Jo, Mx)nK[xe: 
k C K] c (NK, MK) c~ K[x~: k C K] _~ (PK, Mx) c~ K[x~: k C K]. So eg ~- (Nx, Mx) c~ K[x~: 
kq~K]~-PK. But (Nx, Mx)~K[x~:kq~K]=NK for all KeK~ and then N~=P~, i.e. 
Vx = W~. By Proposition 5 we have Vh_~ = ~ {W~: KeK~} and then Vh_r = V(E"). 
Since P~ = J0 and H(Jo, s) - H(P, s) has degree less than r by definition of V~_ r, we have 
Pr = (Jo)~ by Proposition 6. 
Unfortunately there are cases in which V(E'~) ~ Vh __ ,, for some r. In other words given 
an ideal J in R and a degree compatible term ordering <~ on T, we have only 
M(J,.) ~ M(J)~ for all r = 0 . . . . .  dimx J. 
EXAMPLE. Let R =K[xl,x2, x3] and let <~ be defined in the following way: if 
,~ ,2 ,,a and n = x~'Ix~2x~ ~, then m <,  n if either al + a2 + a3 < bl -t- b~ + b3 or I'rI = XI X2 X 3" 
aj + a2 + a3 = b~ + b2 + b3 and m < n with respect o the reverse lexicographic order. Let 
J=(x3x~--xl ,  x~xz--1, xlx3--x2, x3-x~).  These four polynomials are the reduced 
Gr6bner basis of J with respect o <, .  M(J) = (x.ax~, x~x2, x~x3, x~). It is not too hard 
to show that H(J ,s)=4s +1 so d imxJ= 1. Let Jo--M(J). By Proposition 7 
M(J)t = (x~x2, x3, xjx3) and H(M(J)I, s) = 4s. There is no ideal I~Ax,~,x3xt~.~ such that 
J _ L So Jl = J and M(Ji) = M(J) 4= M(J). 
Given an ideal J and the degree compatible term ordering <~ on T by Proposition 
7 it is possible to find M(J)r for all r =0  . . . . .  dimxJ.  Let (hi . . . . .  na(r)) = M(J)r 
with nj~T for all j = 1, , ;t(r). It is possible to decide if there exists IeA,~ 1 ,,a~r~,, 
such that J c I. Such I '=  (g l , . . . ,  ga(r)) with T(gj) = nj for all j = 1 . . . . .  2(ri'" and 
g: = nj + ~h = 1....,p,%) dh/rh for all j. By definition of Gr6bner basis J _.c I if each polyno- 
mial of the reduced Gr6bner basis of o r with respect to <~ reduces to zero modulo 
g~ . . . . .  ga(~). If this is the case the dhj's must satisfy a system of polynomial equations, so 
J _c I if the system has solutions. Furthermore when such I exists, then I = Jr by 
Proposition 6. 
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